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Short Story

Welcome to the twentieth issue of Explosive Runes!
It is the start of Fall, the weather is cooling down,
the kids are back to school and we are starting to
gear up for the Holiday season. The theme of this
issue is Superheroes, though the content is not as
expansive as previous issues. It has been a busy
Spring and Summer for the ER Staff and so we have
been limited in our output.
We hope you enjoy the material and features,
expanding your RPG possibilities and introducing
some new gaming ideas to help our community
grow.
Are you looking to get a writing or art gig? Want to
help make RPG Crossing a very special place? Then
get your work put in Explosive Runes and enjoy the
satisfaction that comes with a job well done. For
more information about this, please contact me.
Now get out there and roll some dice!
~EngrInAZ

Editor-in-Chief: EngrInAZ
Assistant Editors: RonarsCorruption, Grogg Tree,
Dirkoth, Solomon777, ItsaVerb, Still Pond & jj_wolven
Cover Art: EngrInAZ
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Charity Fundraiser
&
Membership Drive
Effective immediately and continuing until
(and including) Wednesday, Dec 31, 2014, $5
of every new or renewed $25 one year
Community Supporter membership will be
donated to support mental illness research,
via the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation. To quote that organization,
which has been vetted by the Better Business
Bureau and seems as solid as any charity out
there, its laudable goal is "To bring the joy of
living to those affected by mental illness –
those who are ill and their families and
friends." The foundation does its work by
awarding research grants. See the response
from the BBR Foundation to last year’s
donation.
You can make a direct donation to the BBR
Foundation through this event web page.

Authors
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The RPG Crossing community loves to
support all of our published authors. Not
just here in Explosive Runes, but also sitewide. We've compiled a list of all site authors
(that we know of) and all of their work, right
here on the site.
If you have published something you'd like
to share, send a PM to Birched to be
included.

$5 of any t-shirt purchase will also go
towards the BBR Foundation.
If we reach last year's donation amount of
USD$390, we will add an extra month to the
recipient of every one year Community
Supporter membership purchased during
the month of December.
If we reach USD$1000 in total donations
(including all direct donations and all $5
donations from memberships and shirts) we
will add ANOTHER extra month to the
recipient of every one year CS purchased
during the month of December.
If we sell 100 memberships we will add
ANOTHER extra month to the recipient of
every one year CS purchased during the
month of December.

Post of the Month
The Post of The Month competition is
running strong on RPG Crossing, and it
continues to highlight some of the finest
work by site members on a monthly basis.
The 2013 Post of the Year Winner: Toba!
The 2014 Winners:
January: Atalla Wanderer!
February: kenneth!
March: hvg3akaek!
April: JFlynn!
May: Captain Devonin!
June: moozuba!
July: stobco!
August: PercyHux!
September: DAquilina!
October: ItsaVerb!

This whole year has been great for Outplay
- every match has had nail-bitingly close
moments where competitors have had
scores so close to one another we have to
consider half-points.
The finals were no different! An excellent
back and forth where the PCs destroyed
the universe!
Thorsten was crowned our outplay
champion. Congratulations to all our other
competitors, too - you've all been excellent
players.

Hall of Fame 2014
Another year has come and gone, and the
Hall of Fame is welcoming its newest
inductees to their new front page spot. This
year, 13 eligible games were nominated for
Hall of Fame 2014 status by the general
membership pool. The first round of voting
shrank that list to seven, and after a close
round of voting by our Community
Supporters, three games were left standing
to join the hallowed ranks of the Hall of
Fame.
The Rise and Fall of the Oestian Empire
DMed by moozuba
True Damnation
DMed by Toba
Secrets of Grayskull: Masters of the
Universe Campaign
DMed by mountainbound

It was another amazing competition as
DMs and GMs all tried their best to be
chosen as this year’s Iron DM!!
The 3rd-place play-offs pitted PIG vs
Rolzup, with PIG coming away with the
IWD:EE key.
In the Grand Finale, hippo tested his
creative prowess against Ion2Atom as the
two crafted masterful adventures from
some interesting ingredients. In the end,
Ion2Atom proved his mettle as he was
pronounced the 2014 Iron DM!!!
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In the library lives a monthly challenge to
write a short story started by the
wonderful Klazzform a few years ago and
more recently picked up by Aethera. Each
month a theme is posted, along with three
additional challenge elements that are
optional, just for the challenge of
incorporating random items into your
story. We have great stories submitted each
month, so come visit us on the forum!

May 2014 Winner
A Handsome Return
by Miri (May 2014)
Dustin has awakened after a night of heavy
drinking to find himself in the company of a
stranger, but is the stranger friend or foe?
Told from the protagonist's perspective, this
compelling story explores the murky
territory between chance and destiny, and
subtly makes us question our basic notions
of freedom.
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June 2014 Winner
Unfinished Business
by ItsaVerb (June 2014)

One of the more fascinating concepts
pondered by the living is the middleground between life and death; what it's
like in that place, how a person winds up
there, and why. In the case of Donald, it
turns out to be a small bit of unfinished
business he'd never realized was so
important to him.

July 2014 Winner
Flick
by Tongue (July 2014)
July's winner is one heck of a teaser. In it we
are introduced to a surreal setting and an
intriguing group of characters, including
the story's namesake, the enigmatic Flick.
This scene could be the introductory
chapter of an epic--capturing our curiosity
and pulling us in, anxious to learn the
answers to the strange questions laid out
before us.

broken once or twice, though: this man had
seen his share of fisticuffs. And one of his
slanted eyes sported a blood spot that stood
out starkly against the white of it—but not as
if he were drunk or hung over. No, this
looked more like a permanent feature.

May 2014 Winner:
A Handsome Return
by Miri
I choked and sputtered on the icy water
that some blasted eejit just poured over my
face. “What in hell—”
“Sit up.” The order was abrupt.
I forced my eyes open. Sweet Jantos, my
head ached. And the chill—it felt like
someone was trying to ram an icicle into
my brain. How much had I drunk last
night? Not enough, obviously.
I pushed myself up a little, coming face to
face with a stranger. He was crouching at
my side with an empty bucket beside him.
Even through my blurred sight, I could tell
that this man was from one of the
indigenous tribes that dwelled beyond
Tuke’s Wall. I gulped. I had seen his like
before, but never up close. Sometimes the
fur traders of his people were allowed in
the city, but I had never rubbed elbows
with them.

I shook my head, wondering what he made
of my tawny hair and pale blue eyes.
Somehow I didn’t think he was impressed.
I forced myself to hold out my hand. “I’m
Dustin.”
The stranger studied me for a moment. I
widened my eyes at him and smiled—that
always seemed to earn me trust and regard,
from men and women alike. People were
eejits that way.
At length the stranger took my hand and
shook it. “Cheen-kwe.”
“A pleasure to meet you, sir. Now perhaps
you can explain where I am, exactly—apart
from on this hard and now damp wooden
floor—and how I got here.”
“You don’t remember what happened in the
Silver Barrel last night?”
I squinted, conjuring up memories of my
time in that run-down tavern. “A bit. Bloody
good whiskey, as I recall.”
“You had more than your share of it.” He
spoke perfect Creyan. Not even an accent.

Well, I had only been on this side of the
wall—this savage, uncivilized side—for a
few days. I was like to meet plenty of the
tribe-folk now.

“I suppose I did. But there was that
troublesome fellow—”

He wasn’t a bad looking fellow. Not as
handsome as myself, mind, but that wasn’t
his fault.

Right. I vaguely remembered a tall, brutish
man—from my own people, alas—with a
frighteningly large axe. “What happened to
him?”

Still, now that my vision had steadied, I
could see that the straight black hair of his
people suited him. His flat nose had been

“I bribed him not to butcher you and salt
your remains.”

“The sell-sword you kept goading. Yes.”
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“Oh.” I swallowed. “Ah, thank you. What
do—what do I owe you?”
Cheen-kwe looked amused as he stood up.
“Your loyalty, industry—and sobriety.”
“I don’t understand.” I cringed as I sat up all
the way. My head was throbbing now.
“Close your eyes,” Cheen-kwe ordered.
I stared at him. Who did this savage think he
was? Someone who had intervened on my
behalf, apparently. Might as well go along
with him: I shut my eyes.
“Can you picture that sell-sword now?”
“Yes.” I furrowed my brow. “Tall, blond,
unkempt and built like a battering ram.”
“That’s . . . an adequate description.”
I opened my eyes again. “Why am I picturing
him?”
“Because we’re going to rob him.”
-oOoCheen-kwe refused to divulge anything more
for the remainder of the day. Or for the next
two days, for that matter. Nor did he let me
out of his sight—or near any variety of
alcohol.
That was a problem. I couldn’t remember
going so long without alcohol anytime in the
past four months.
“I’m sick of tea.” I kicked at a large piece of
wood in the fireplace. It resettled itself where
it would catch more of the flame.
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Cheen-kwe glanced up from his desk, where
he was poring over a journal I’d yet to steal a
good look at. He kept it on his person at all
times. “The milk from this morning hasn’t
spoiled yet. It’s cool enough out.”

Yes, it was cool enough. This early spring
weather was damp and chilly and a general
nuisance. “I hate milk, Cheen-kwe. So don’t
waste your coin on it for my sake. Especially
goat’s milk.”
“Then drink water.”
“I don’t trust the water from this village’s
well. With all the drunken sell-swords
relieving themselves Jantos only knows
where . . .”
“Then you’ll have to live with a dry throat.
Now make yourself useful. Do something
with that salted pork. I’m starving.”
I folded my arms over my chest. “You realize
that I am not, in fact, your slave.”
He closed the journal, peered up at me, and
leaned back in his chair. “Do you think some
official from the other side of Tuke’s Wall
will come here to free you?”
He had a point. We were beyond the reach of
civilization. “No, but—”
“I paid good coin to keep your hide intact.”
“I appreciate that, and I’m more than willing
to pay you back—”
“You will pay me back, yes.” His voice was
maddeningly calm. “I intend to make a
handsome return on this investment.”
“You will, if you’ll let me go perform in the
Silver Barrel. My songs always earn good
coin—”

“I’m not letting you anywhere near whiskey.
I need you sober.”

“That,” he said, “is what we’re stealing back
from Anley.”

“For some robbery you won’t even divulge
the details of.” I rolled my eyes. “What’s to
stop me from walking out your door?”

“Anley is the blond battering ram?”

“The fact that you don’t really have a death
wish.”

“How did he get hold of something like
this?”

I looked him over. We were both on the lean,
wiry side, but I’d wager he’d had more
experience with his hatchet than I had with
my dagger. And even if we kept just to
fisticuffs, I didn’t like my chances.

“He killed my cousin.”

“So you would murder me, Cheen-kwe, just
for leaving?”
“I wouldn’t have to. You would walk straight
to the tavern, drink too much whiskey and
pick another unwise fight.”
My jaw dropped. For a long moment we just
stared at each other. Then, with an annoyed
but impotent grunt, I picked up the
blackened kettle and prepared to brew
myself some tea.
-oOoI was sober one week to the day. To celebrate,
I decided to sit on the floor, in front of the
fireplace, and pick at the dulcimer Cheenkwe had purchased from some trader. It was
a simple, quiet instrument that I held flat on
my lap. It was nothing like the magnificent
harp I’d briefly called my own, but its tinny
sound was oddly pleasing.
I was halfway through a melody of my own
composition when Cheen-kwe plunked
down beside me, cross-legged. I set the
dulcimer aside as he handed me a parchment
with some sort of charcoal sketch on it.
I frowned at the drawing. It was one of those
elaborate beaded belts his people craft.
Supposedly the patterns conveyed ancestral
stories and myths.

“Yes.”

I gaped at him. “I’m so sorry—”
But Cheen-kwe brushed my sympathy aside.
“My cousin was fool enough to challenge
him to a duel. It was a fair fight. But Anley
didn’t have the right to that belt—it wasn’t
my cousin’s in the first place. It belongs to
our tribe.”
“Ah, can’t you buy it back from him?”
“He won’t sell it.”
“Have you ever thought of dueling him for it
yourself?” I gave him a challenging look.
He grinned. “You think you’ll walk free if he
defeats me? He’s more likely to claim you as
a prize.”
I raised my eyebrows at his choice of words
and the curious inflection he gave them. “A
prize? Am I his sort, then?”
Cheen-kwe shrugged. “He doesn’t seem to
have an eye for women.”
“Ah. Perhaps I’d fare better with him. He
might spoil me.”
“I don’t think he’s the sort to spoil anyone.
He might sell you further out west, though.”
“Pity. Well, I don’t want you to challenge
him anyway. I don’t really want you hurt.”
He looked thoughtful. “I think I can take
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him. I don’t have his strength, but I’m much
faster on my feet.”
“Then why haven’t you fought him?”
“Because he only duels to the death—and his
death would be inconvenient.”
“So would yours.” I was feeling generous
toward this supposed master of mine, though
I’m not sure why. Perhaps it was this new
and intriguing experience of a clear, sober
mind and a constant roof over my head. Left
to myself, I’d be pickling my liver with
whiskey and sleeping out in a field of wild
flowers.
Instead, I was making myself at home in this
tiny, one level hut of his. There wasn’t much
space to speak of and the lone chimney
smoked too much. But I had my own cot,
food in my stomach, and a pile of books to
read—he shared everything but that one
journal. And sometimes, when Cheen-kwe
was in a sociable mood, decent company.
He broke into my thoughts by pointing at my
thumbs . . . and the T’s branded on them.
“Are you a better thief sober than you are
drunk?”

I stared down at the brands—the pain of
those had been bad enough, but being
drummed outside the wall had been
infinitely worse. “I don’t know. I’ve never
tried to work sober.”
“Well, here’s your chance to find out.”
“And if I’m caught?” I gulped. I had already
experienced one epic failure in this line of
work, thank you very much.
But Cheen-kwe just shrugged. “Whether he
catches you or not, Anley will know to place
the blame on me. But he and I will settle
accounts later, once the belt is back in the
hands of my elders.”
Settle accounts? Somehow his words didn’t
comfort me.
-oOoI stayed awake that night, letting my eyes
grow accustomed to the darkness while I
waited for Cheen-kwe to fall asleep.
I was nervous. I’ll admit that. He was only
just across the room, and he was a light
sleeper. But I could be as quiet as a—well, I
hoped as quiet as a much better thief than
myself, now that there was no whiskey
impairing my judgment.
He didn’t wake up as I put on my clothes, or
when I opened the door. I glanced at the
dulcimer on my way out—but no, this was
not a night for singing or playing.
I wasn’t running away. I’d have grabbed the
dulcimer if I were. No, I would only be gone
for the night, and I intended to remain loyal,
industrious and sober.
-oOo-
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The Silver Barrel was even dingier than I
remembered. It had served as a barn in some
earlier incarnation, and the owner hadn’t put

much effort into the conversion. No matter. I
wasn’t concerned with the elegance of my
surroundings.

The sun was rising as I strolled back into our
hut, nearly slamming into Cheen-kwe on my
way in. He did not seem pleased.

A few traders—the sort who were welcome
on either side of the wall—sat in a corner,
talking shop. A pair of local farmers were
playing chess by the fireplace. And a couple
of sell-swords stood at the bar. Anley was
one of them, and he appeared to be alone. So
far, so good.

I smiled at him regardless as I brushed past
him. “Looking for me?”

An idea had wormed its way into my brain
back when Cheen-kwe first showed me that
charcoal drawing. He had offered the blond
battering ram good coin for the belt, no
doubt. But coin was only one type of
currency. Perhaps I could offer something
more enticing.
I walked up to Anley, favoring him with a
sheepish look. “Ah, hello.”
He glanced down at me—damn, he was a big
fellow. I was average height, but I only made
it to his shoulder.
“What do you want?” His voice was gruff
and not particularly inviting.
“I, ah, think I owe you an apology.”
He studied me for a moment. “Drink?”
I shook my head. “No. That’s what got me
into trouble last time.” I smiled, widening my
eyes at the same time. “Let’s just have a seat,
shall we? Just to talk.”
-oOoThe sun was rising as I strolled back into our
hut, nearly slamming into Cheen-kwe on my
way in. He did not seem pleased.
He stared at me for another long moment,
but then nodded his head.
-oOo-

He closed the door and then turned around.
“Have you been at the tavern?”
“Yes, but I didn’t touch a drop of alcohol. I
was having an intriguing chat with Anley—
oh, he told me to give this to you.” I held out
the beaded belt.
Cheen-kwe’s eyes were hard as he accepted
it—but there was a hint of concern there too.
“What did you give him in exchange?”
“Not what I can forgive you for imagining.
My scintillating conversation was enough for
him.”
He blinked. “Are you telling the truth?”
Well, I couldn’t blame him for doubting me.
“Yes. We talked; nothing more. Everyone in
the tavern can verify that—just as they can
verify that I drank only tea.”
Judging by his expression, he still needed
convincing.
I sighed. “If you must know, Anley buys into
this ludicrous notion that you own me. He’s
spent too much time on this side of the wall, I
wager.”
Cheen-kwe snorted.
“I suspect he’d enjoy more of my company—
and I might enjoy more of his. He’s not as
brainless as I thought.” I paused, furrowing
my brow. “But I don’t think he’s ready to
make you an offer for me. If he does, refuse
it. At least for now.”
Cheen-kwe raised his eyebrows. “Taking
your chances with me?”
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“Yes.” I helped myself to the seat at his desk.

you think I’d reveal the whole scheme to
you?”

“Why?”
“Not now. But you will soon enough.”
“I like being sober. I think you’re my best
chance of remaining so.” I paused for
dramatic effect. “But I want to know your
plans.”
His face was admirably blank. “What plans
would those be?”
“I think, Cheen-kwe, that retrieving that belt
was only the first step in some master scheme
of yours.” I might have been letting my
imagination run away with me, but that
didn’t stop me from elaborating. “A scheme
that has to do with that journal you keep
poring over. And a scheme that may even
require Anley’s cooperation at some point,
which is why his death would be
inconvenient.”
He laughed. “Even if that were the case, do
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“Very well, Dustin. I’ll bite.” He folded his
arms across his chest. “Why?”
“Because you want a handsome return on
your investment, remember? The more you
confide in me, the more useful I’ll become—
and the more situations I'll be able to resolve
for you without resorting to thievery and the
like.” I paused to smile and widen my eyes at
him. “So what do you say?”
He rolled his eyes, but he did smile back. A
little. “We’ll see.”
That, as far as I was concerned, was a yes. I
winked at him as I leaned forward and
folded my hands on his desk. “Excellent.
Let’s see that journal.”

The Super Supers
Soapbox Sermon
by WoLT

in The Watchmen or your Gritty Dark 90's
characters like Spawn, or anything of the
sort, but the one thing about comic books
that makes it different from typical fantasy
games is that going over the top isn't
something out of the ordinary, or that needs
20 levels of gaming first… no, in the land of
Supers the wacky and obscenely unrealistic is
par for the course right out of the gate!
So let us as GMs get down to the nuts and
bolts, discuss a bit about what makes and
breaks a super hero game as well as how to
run one well.

History
(Disclaimer: This article contains external links and RPGCrossing
cannot vouch for their content.)

When last we left our heroes...
I don't know if there is anyone who wouldn't want to
play some kind of superhero.
-Jennifer Morrison

During the last installment of Explosive
Runes I touched on some good advice for
Horror Games... now with the re-branding of
RPG Crossing, we wanted to touch on the
broad spectrum of gaming that happens
across the site – not all of it is just typical
fantasy.
In this particular installment I’m going to
discuss in detail one genre that is rather near
and dear to me and ties in nicely to one of the
most recent RPGX Podcast, Comic Book
Superheroes!
Comic book hero games (commonly called
Supers) allow us a chance to really dig into
our guilty pleasure centers and get our Marty
Stu/Mary Sue on, stretch physics to the point
of whatever is convenient to the plot and
really focus on what games are supposed to
be about... having fun! That's not to say you
can't have your quasi-real world settings like

Fate rarely calls upon us at the moment of our
choosing.
-Optimus Prime
The first thing I would say to a new Supers
GM is that if you haven't already; go read a
bunch of comics. Jump into a comic shop and
chat with the owners (or at least join a comic
book supers forum or two) to see what a
discussion of your likes and tastes leads them
to recommending for you in the ways of
reading. Chances are with an industry that's
nearly a century old that there are at least a
dozen lines of comics that cater to whatever
your interests are. Comic books aren't the
only source material, of course: animated
shows, movies, video games and more are all
great resources, too. But despite that, why do
I still recommend the books? The reason is
pacing. Comic books run out plotlines that
escalate quickly and read easily, which is
what you're going to want for inspiring your
PBP Game. Also like comic books, you're
going to want to use a strong hybrid of
images to supplement words when possible,
so expect that you'll spend lots of time on
images searches to prep for your game. If you
find you're having trouble getting just the
right picture for a character, consider
using Hero Machine.
If you're not already familiar, the two major
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comic book moguls are DC and Marvel.
There are lots of other publishing houses, too,
but those two have lots of history and are by
far the largest. For some random reading and
inspiration
feel
free
to
exploit
the Marvel and DC Wikis as much as you
should already be exploiting TV tropes for
inspiration. You'll notice these two brands
have strange histories where things
sometimes seem to make more sense than
others and how some characters and
plotlines will seem more or less appealing to
you. This usually has to do with the “age”
that particular comic originated from. Most
commonly, these ages are broken down into
typical terms like “the gold age” and “the
silver age”, each of which represents major
social and policy shifts that affected the
writing and publication paradigms of comic
books and is ultimately reflected within the
medium. It's good to familiarize yourself
with what these ages signify so you can
better define your setting genre for your
particular game.
That is not to say you can't go and color
outside the lines, and indeed many people
have. The ages mostly just reflect the most
popular trends of their time… There are
plenty of niche ideas that rarely get
expressed in comics or that touch on very
specific themes like The Boys or The Maxx,
etc. You and your players are free to explore
as many strange themes as you'd like with
heroes, including ones you think up yourself,
like with any RPG format.
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questions you need to answer for your
players up front:
What causes people to gain superpowers? Consider what kinds of
origins
are
available...
Magic,
Technology/Gadget,
Mutation,
Training, Psi, Cosmic, etc.
What is the moral tone of the
campaign? Dark? Light? Slapstick?
Grey? etc. How do secret identities fit
in?
What is the scale of the game and hero
influence? Local, Regional, Global,
Universal, Extra-dimensional, etc.
How long ago did people start gaining
super-powers? How have superpowered people affected the world
they live in?
What is the common thread that binds
the PCs together?
Is the setting an existing Supers
world? A new one? An AlternateEarth scenario? What are the major
differences between the game timeline
and what players expect (especially in
an Alternate-Earth)? What is the
typical tech/magic/super power level
of average society?
What is the Lethality Level? What
kinds of enemies and Villains should
the PCs expect?

The difference between 'Watchmen' and a normal
comic book is this: With 'Batman's Gotham City,'
you are transported to another world where that
superhero makes sense; 'Watchmen' comes at it in
a different way, it almost superimposes its heroes
on your world, which then changes how you view
your world through its prism.
-Zack Snyder

Why do we lay this out up front? The
breadth and dynamic of characters that can
be created in superhero games is incredibly
huge from The One Above All to Squirrel
Girl, everything in between and beyond.
We're not just worried about character
concept here as GMs (though we should be
concerned about that) but also power level.
PCs in the same series should be of roughly
the same scope, otherwise you have
problems like why Superman can't go to
Gotham and
similar
damaging
story
paradoxes.

Introductory Setting Questions

Team Dynamics

Now that you have some idea of how supers
universes work, let’s look at some general

Team balance, of course, leads us directly
into the discussion of team dynamics, which

comes into play any time you’re running a
game with more than one player in it.
The first thing to remember is that while the
power level and theme needs stay the same
across the game overall, that doesn't mean
you can't move even wildly outside the
normal scope for a particular story-line, as
happened to Jean Grey during the Dark
Phoenix Saga. You should note that despite
the drastic increase in the character’s power
during that story arc, when it concluded the
status quo was more or less restored.

So let’s talk about putting together a team of
heroes. Ideally, the players should work
together when creating their characters so as
to shore up each other’s weaknesses. Unlike
in most games, where this would be metagaming, in superhero games it's less of an
issue - and here's why: as the GM you're
going to be pitting the party against teams of
baddies who are at least as scary and super
as the party and you have the final say over
the flexible physics of the world. A well
balanced party helps give them more of a
fighting chance, but it also makes good story
sense as gives them a reason to band
together.
One of the main troubles of supers games is
that in supers stories the narrative typically
comes from the view of one central character.
Since you as a GM shouldn’t favor one player
over the others, you need the players to
really create and play into a solid team
dynamic, which is what should take the

center spotlight. Avoid encouraging "Loner
Heroes" unless you intend to run a solo game
or run several simultaneous threads of action
because your party is always split up.
Look at the typical teams of superheroes to
see how some different dynamics might
work out - or just study some Cast Calculus .
What we're getting at here though is you
need a unifying theme for the characters that
makes sense within the scope of the setting
you've defined and the type of campaign you
want to run.
This unifier can be a their power source, such
as in the X-Men where they are all mutants, it
could be a special Agency or specific mission
that draws them together, like the Justice
League, or it could be that they are all victims
of circumstance X. The key thing is that you'll
want this unifier to be worked in before you
start because unlike typical heroes, supers
tend to have less of a need to band together
unless you ramp up the stakes really fast.
You do want to do that, of course, but not
before establishing the baseline of normal for
the story. Too fast a start and you risk a game
at a breakneck pace and that collapse under
its own weight as the stakes rise increasingly
outside the bounds of a willing suspension of
disbelief. For sake of game longevity and
skipping over the boring off camera stuff,
have their origins collide before you start the
game. You'll already have a tougher time
than usual making them care about working
together since as supers they are predisposed
to being more powerful and independent
than is typical.
Another team dynamic to consider is that
when you create side characters, create ones
that can interact with all of the party
members… avoid characters that are too
specific to one character in the party. This lets
you keep the focus on the party and the
conflicts and challenges they face, rather than
sorting through and accounting for an NPC
cast of hundreds.
At this stage don't worry too much about
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what the "campaign" is going to be, for now
you can just have a basic theme in mind for
your characters that fits your GM agenda,
then organically grow the story around the
characters. This is especially important with
Supers campaigns because unlike a fantasy
epic, the characters here ARE the story, they
are the rockstars, they are the Newspaper
Headline Creators.Let them shine and make
that happen; adapt the game around them.
Luckily for you this slipshod form of writing
is not only OK for supers, it's also expected
for the genre. It's a rare occasion that a comic
book story is especially deep and
philosophical, so don't try too hard, instead
find new and interesting ways to grow the
world around the characters. A classic
example was the creation of the Mutant
Registration Program and the Sentinels in the
X-Men books. That grew out of a need where
too many mutants were running around with
dangerous powers within the books that
made the typical in-world pedestrian scared,
creating an entire story-arc.
I believe there's a hero in all of us, that keeps us
honest, gives us strength, makes us noble, and
finally allows us to die with pride, even though
sometimes we have to be steady, and give up the
thing we want the most. Even our dreams.
-Aunt May, Spider Man 2

RPG Systems
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OK, so you have a concepts and a rough idea
of what you're looking for in a team, now we
need to pick a system (if you haven't decided
already) that is going to fit your needs. Some
of the most popular RPG systems for supers
are Mutants and Masterminds 3e, GURPS 4e
with suggested Supers Supplement (and
possibly others like Magic, etc), Aberrant,
Heroes Unlimited and suggested Ninja's and
Superspies add on, Marvel Superheroes,
Icons, or Fudge/Fate depending on what
kinds of games you want to run (each runs
distinctly differently). There are always tons
of other RPGs that you can adapt to, or even
that are designed for, Supers… but those are
some good starter points for you to sink your

teeth into. Chances are if you look through
those you'll see something you like or figure
out enough about what you like and don't
like to find the perfect system for you.
For a free option that will allow you to pick
up any player on a PBP board, also check
out D20 Hero SRD.

Supers Story Telling
Courage is not simply one of the virtues, but the
form of every virtue at the testing point.
-C.S. Lewis
Keep in mind that in the first adventure, like
with any RPG, the players are going to be
getting a feel for each other, the rules, the GM
style and their characters... so keep the first
adventure pretty simple and light. Make sure
the players are reasonably on top through
most of it and get a chance to use all of their
main powers at least (but try to avoid having
a Plot too tailored to the party) During this
first adventure, also try to discuss each
character’s background if you can, allowing
the other players to see where the different
characters come from. At the start of the
adventure, jump to action right off the bat,
make something happen that demands the
attention of the supers. When ending the first
adventure, make sure it's grandiose and ends
with a metaphorical big bang to start the
game off on an exciting note, with promise of
interesting things to come.

More than any other genre of game, Supers
games follow the rule of cool. They’re larger
than life characters and worlds, where
physics are meant to be bent. Sometimes,
something really interesting and fun may
make your rules/physics lawyers explode
with rage, but don't sweat that stuff... sure it's
not realistic that anything in a superhero
game would or wouldn't happen in real life.
In a Supers campaign, if it's cool and furthers
the story or makes the game more fun you
should consider pushing the rules aside for
it. Remember the MST3K Mantra... "It's just a
show; I should really just relax."
That doesn't mean you give your characters
carte blanche to win the RPG on a natural 20,
but it does mean that you shouldn't be scared
to put together extreme scenarios. Maybe
have the cops show up and surround the
building faster than their response time
should be, or have the hero defusing the
bomb or hacking the computer come down to
a decision at the last second, or have
hundreds of people survive the wreck of that
building that was smashed into by the party
meat shield. Push more for fun and
excitement in your Supers games, even if you
have to power through rules lawyers to do it.
On that note, you should aim to shorter
create plot arcs instead of epic campaigns
with your supers. After each arc, consider if
the stakes could be ramped up slightly for
the next one, so the status quo more or less
return s to normal after taking into account
PC growth. In this fashion, much like a comic
book, your adventures should be episodic
and your arcs can span several adventures but the difference between the arc and the
campaign is that while each arc ends, a
campaign keeps taking all history into
account. Once an arc is done, it can be laid to
rest while you find some new story to tell.
Remember with supers it's more important to
be reactive than proactive as a GM. Let the
PC heroes shine.
That said, in a game with loose physics
especially, there are times you are going to

have to make judgment calls… and give your
players a hard ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Aim to make
decisions that make the game fun for you,
and for the players. How do we resolve this
fairly you might ask?
I would suggest the use of a hero point
mechanic. You can hand out a point to a
player whenever they go above and beyond
for the rule of cool, and maybe when they
level up. These points can then be spent on
any number of things you decide ahead of
time, from specific bonuses (+1 cumulative to
any dice roll) to more open ended options
where the player can dictate how an action
will work out in a more freeform sense. It's
worth mentioning that the more freeform
your game is, the closer and mature your
players should be as a group. If you do want
to be more freeform, consider having
everyone in the game learn the Johnstoning
Technique and use it to create the rules for
dictating a scene.
And now that you've given the characters the
tools they need to be awesome, it's time for
you to go forth and create a respectable
Rogue's Gallery. (To be continued next issue)
WoLT is the Head GM of Eternity's End, Created
and Runs the PBP GM Academy, Created the
PBP New Member, Player and GM Guides and
has over 20 years of RPG experience.
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Characterization
Because some men aren't looking for anything
logical, like money. They can't be bought,
bullied, reasoned, or negotiated with. Some
men just want to watch the world burn.
-Alfred, The Dark Knight
Since we're discussing villains we'll start there
and then move towards some general
characterization tips...
When creating your Rogues Gallery don't just
throw some powers on a mob and throw it at
the party. This can work every so often, but the
best and most memorable villains generally
have an involved back story, developed
character that makes sense and ultra-strong
motivations that make them willing to actually
fight against super powered heroes; these types
should be filled with competence, style and
ambition. That isn't to say don't use mooks. Use
flunkies and mook encounters to give the PCs a
chance to kick serious butt from time to time,
they are the heroes after all, and they should
lay waste to average mobs.
Keep in mind that while you can have your
wall of meat villains and they are appropriate
from time to time, consider that if that's all
you're using then your games are going to get
boring and fast. That said, you can overdo the
ultra heavy plot villain types as well, so look at
your game trends as you run and change pace
as necessary. Try to pin a reasonable handful
of interesting traits that mesh in an interesting
way and bring the character to life.
When creating powers concepts for new
characters, aim to keep the description of the
powers concept at a short sentence of 10-20
words. If if goes longer than that it's likely too
complicated to be well received. There are
exceptions, but they are the exceptions and not
the rule.
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Just like superheroes, supervillains have
weaknesses, but keep in mind that in game
style arenas, Kryptonite/Joxer's Hat style
weaknesses are a bad option (also true for your

heroes). This gives instant defeat to anyone
that knows the weakness, which generally
makes for a poor gaming scenario since the
only problem at that point is to continually
exploit the one Achilles heel of the character,
so try being a bit more subtle. Further,
exploiting lesser weaknesses also offers
opportunity for growth of character by the
heroes and villains, not to mention
overpowered characters aren't relatable and
don't have much opportunity for growth.
Instead of resorting to crippling weakness
consider limiting the capabilities of the
character instead or as a less preferable
option, increasing the strength of the enemy.
If you absolutely must use super weaknesses
consider making it something that is already
normally dangerous, and does greater
damaging to the individual than normal
(such as Venom's vulnerability to sonic
vibration).
On a more generalized note, Superpowers
Will Not Make a Boring Character
Interesting, whether hero, sidekick, or villain.
A good rule of thumb is to make them
interesting and motivated personalities
before assigning powers to them, and let
those powers enhance their character, not
thinly attempt to supplement it. Another
good rule of thumb is to decide how they are
different from the other villains and heroes
from the start. This will ensure that they
uniquely fill a necessary and interesting part
of the story and that the roles for the
characters in the story aren't sliced too thin, a
common pitfall of over-sized cast comics. We
all loved the Joker in the Dark Knight, but if
every character is a warped and diabolical
sociopath, that too will get old and
desensitizing. Other problems with your
character not being interesting can usually be
cured by adding a distinct motivation that is
well earned. Layer motivations with varying
degrees to achieve more complex and
interesting characters.
On a related characterization note, keep one
thing in mind as a GM, it's fine not to reveal
all the details of a villain or supporting
ddddd

character background, but don't just dismiss
writing a background for a character. Secret
backgrounds of this nature leave too much
undeveloped and then later will become
unnecessarily confusing and it's not at all
shocking and adds very little intrigue to a
character. If anything the character is likely to
seem stilted and one dimensional because
you haven't firmly established their motives
and place in the world, plus this is probably
going to give you continuity issues down the

road when you try to fill in the blanks. Don't
let players go this route either. They can keep
their background a secret, but make sure that
there is one to speak of.

Road Rules
Some of these are general tips to run the
game, others are brief allusions to tropes that
you can twist, subvert and abuse for your
own ends.
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Additional Resources:
Master List of Super Powers use this for inspiration for new powers ideas and
combos.
Super Hero and Villain Names just refresh the page for new lists.
Champions Online and DC Universe Online are both free to play Video games
that are not only fun little games that might offer some basic inspiratin, but also
can be great for rendering high quality art for your heroes and villains with a
simple screen capture.
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Closing Thoughts
So to discuss and reinforce some of the points
here, as well as touch on what I consider the
power level sweet spot for a supers game, I'll
briefly reminisce with an anecdote about the
longest running campaign with persistent
characters I ever ran. It lasted for about nine
years on and off and it was during that time I
learned at least half of what I know about
GMing. It was a Supers Campaign, simply
titled "Super Soldiers", where the heroes were
Zeroed, Amnesiac, Special Forces, Super
Soldiers with minor powers, each roughly on
par with say, Wolverine in power level, as
the game concept was basically a rip of the
Weapon X program. The concept was pretty
simple, the heroes go out and perform
missions on behalf of "The Director" a
shadow figure who was loosely affiliated
with the Canadian government who gave
orders to the amnesiac soldiers in the
mountain side bunker. The concept allowed
for all kinds of locations and episodic
adventures as well as the fun opportunity of
new agents and guest heroes that would join
the team or work with them. I also, because
of the episodic nature, got to rotate out as the
GM a few times as well which was great fun
and offered lots of interesting game
developments for the world.
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Enemies were any kind of super that came
about on the planet or enemy mooks or
government organizations, whatever. We got
to use stealth, tech, psi, training and other
elements that were consistent with the setting
premise. During the course of the campaign
the heroes managed to level buildings,
infiltrate or take out military installations,
stopped a robot uprising, sink an aircraft
carrier, toppled countless super-villains,
crashed countless aircraft, and most notably,
blow up the White House at one point. It was
a fun game and really, looking back, all the
elements discussed in this article for
successful running of a supers game were
there, but none more important than the rule
of cool. That's what kept the game together
for years, the fact that we could bend and
ssssss

break the rules to have fun and make the
story interesting, and that no one really cared
too much because it was cool and you have
to want to suspend disbelief largely to begin
with to buy into a supers universe.
If I had one thing to add, another thing that
kept this game together, even through the
shifting of GMs at various points, was the
universe consistency, in that when created
players had minor powers that stayed at
roughly that level to medium power level (as
far as Supers go anyway, medium powered
supers are usually super potent PCs in other
settings) so that the concept of guns was still
a useful obstacle, yet the concepts of cosmic
fantasy and magic (top power Supers) were
nixed as they were too high powered for the
PCs. This gave us plenty of room to keep
things super powered but also tell lots of
different kinds of stories. In this manner we
could keep drama high as mundane things
like cops could still inconvenience the PCs,
but the stakes had the most amount of room
to ramp up... with supers, as characters get
more higher powered drama drops off and
the characters become less relatable.
For example, you couldn't reasonably
pit Adam Warlock up against the Mafia for a
story and conversely you shouldn't (which
isn't
to
say
they
didn't)
stack Batman against Darkseid. The low to
medium power level for the "Super Soldiers"
heroes allowed that you could still use
mundane problems in the pedestrian world
to annoy the PCs, but that you could still
ramp up the power level of the game for
climactic scenes up to global and slightly
interstellar (they did go to the moon to fight
chemically made zombies at one point). This
allowed for what I perceive to be the
broadest range of character and adventure
types which is a key reason to that
campaign's success as there was always
bigger, better, newer and more exciting
things to do. Of course, at a certain point, the
stakes could only be ramped up so high
without breaking the format of the game, and
at that point the game decidedly died along
sss

with the longest running PC on the team
(from the original group). That said, it was
time to end the game, and we knew it, but in
it's time we had borderline what I might call
the "longest lasting good time" of any
campaign I had ever run or been part of.
There's a lot more I could go into about
Supers writing and games and specifics of
genre and character types, but I think with
what's here you'll have enough of the bigger
picture to put the rest together yourself.

I hope you gamers and GMs out there come
to enjoy supers games as much as I do, and
hopefully you've come realize more fun
potential stories you can have after this read.
In our increasingly secular society, with so many
disparate gods and different faiths, superhero
films present a unique canvas upon which our
shared hopes, dreams and apocalyptic nightmares
can be projected and played out.
-Tom Hiddleston
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They didn't know I could hear and see things
sometimes. I had no way to tell them. They
all believed there was no function left in my
brain, but something remained, and nobody
knew
but
me.

June 2014 Winner:
Unfinished Business
By ItsaVerb
The black sand in the hourglass stopped, but
it hadn't run out. There was plenty more left
in the bulbous top chamber of the apparatus,
but it ceased to fall, every grain hanging
motionless in its place. Everything stopped.
The curtain on the open window billowed as
if catching a fresh spring breeze, but it didn't
move. There was no sensation of air blowing
across my skin. No scent of lilac from the
bush outside the window. No sound of birds
chirping.
No
buzz
of
lawnmowers
crisscrossing neighborhood yards. None of it.
I don’t know how long it's been since the
sand stopped. It feels like it might be years.
There's nothing to measure against. I feel no
fatigue or hunger. The sun doesn't set.
Christopher and Beth, my children, are each
seated on chairs near my bed. My sister Pam
is walking toward the door, holding a tissue
to her nose. They've all been here with me
this whole time, however long it's been, like
statues suspended in a moment.
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I can't move, either. To be fair, I couldn't
move before everything froze, not for a
couple of years. Nothing except my eyes, a
little, I think. I could see the hourglass before.
I could see the faces of people looking down
at me, if I was awake, and I could hear them.
I heard them all talking one quiet night down
the hall in the kitchen. They were making
their decision to turn off the machines,
remove the tubes that fed me, and let me die.

Now I can see everything. I'm able to take in
the entire panorama of sights from my place
in the bed, but the perspective doesn't
change.
Furthermore, I can speak. I don't know
whether any voice comes from my mouth,
because I can't feel any vibration in my throat
or movement in my lips, but I can hear the
sound of my voice, sounding just as I
remember it, echoing against the narrow
inner walls of this ground floor bedroom in
my family's home, my home, the house I
bought with money I earned from my first
real job, the house we raised our kids in, the
house they all stopped visiting after Theresa
died.
My wife Theresa was the glue. She held
everything together. She made sure nobody
in the family lost track of anyone else. She
was the one who gently informed me when I
needed to apologize to someone. I always
had a hard time with those. Apologies.
I can feel the time pass, because I know how
much I've talked. I've screamed for help,
calling the names of the motionless figures so
close to me I could touch them if only I could
move my arms. I've asked every question out
loud a thousand times, but there’s no one to
answer but me. I talk to myself hour after
hour. That's what I'm doing now, I suppose.
What's happening to us? How long has it
been? Did I do something to cause this? Was
it something I said? Something I didn't say?
What on Earth, or anywhere else, could
explain
it?
My thoughts are driven toward the notion of
unfinished business. I remember ghost
stories. Like most folks, I didn’t believe them,
but I enjoyed the entertainment. Many of the
dd

stories didn’t describe the ghosts as
malevolent horrors, but ordinary people just
stuck between life and death, not even
realizing it, dumb to it, just sort of wandering
around, wanting something to happen. Is
that what I am? A ghost?

God, I miss that sound. She sang to me a lot
just after the accident, right there in ICU,
even. They’d practically pronounced me
dead right there, but I didn’t go, and neither
did she. She sang the song her mother loved,
and I loved to watch her mother when she
watched her daughter sing it.
Maybe if I’d believed in her a little more,
been more supportive…
Christopher and I hadn’t spoken for two
years before the accident, almost to the day. I
won’t forget the date because it was
Theresa’s funeral. I’d alienated him so badly
by that point I hadn’t laid eyes on him again,
as far as he knew.
It started years before that. My initial reaction
to Chris’ coming out was less than stellar.
Theresa didn’t talk to me for weeks. Not one
single word. I honestly started to believe she
would never speak to me again, but she got
us through it just like she got us through
everything.

Some of the stories said these poor souls
were trapped because something was
holding them back in the mortal world, some
wrong to be righted, some task needing to be
done. Well, I’ll be damned if I’m the sort of
man who ever left any business unfinished. I
worked my ass off to make sure every deal
got done, and then some. I sacrificed my time
with my family to provide the best I could. I
wasn’t going to let my kids know what it was
like to be poor. My parents were poor,
because they were lazy.
I’ll bet Beth never forgave me for not letting
her attend that music school. She truly had…
has the best singing voice I’ve ever heard. I
don’t deny that. But there’s so many great
singers, it’s not like she was going to be
famous or something, and what kind of a job
would she get with a degree in singing?

Christopher gave me that ugly hourglass as a
Father’s Day gift when he was eleven, and I
made sure to keep it in a place of prominence
around my office for years. I tried to throw it
away once, and tasted Terry’s loving wrath
as she reminded me what it meant to the boy
that he’d bought it himself.
I really went downhill when Ter died, didn’t
I? She was the disaffectionate husband’s
dream come true. She had infinite patience
for every missed opportunity I had to be her
romantic man. I was lucky she loved me so
much, and especially lucky that she knew
how much I loved her, despite everything.
“Forgive yourself.”
“Theresa?” Her voice didn’t ring off the walls
like my reply, but it was in my head, clear as
the unchanging day outside the window.
“Theresa!” I screamed. The voice didn’t
return.
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Then, finally, I understood. It would have to
be her to tell me, wouldn’t it?

“I forgive you, Donald.”

“I love you, Beth. I’ve been laying here
blaming you for hating me, and you forgave
me long ago. You knew I only meant the best
for you. Your mother would be so proud of
you.”

The sand flowed again at the same instant the
rest of the world resumed. Pam left the room,
and Christopher and Beth laughed through
tears. The spring breeze carried the sweet
scent of lilac through the window along with
the sounds of life going on all around.

“Christopher, I’m sorry. I never told you, and
still I know you forgave me too, and I sure
don’t blame you for not wanting to suffer my
negativity. You’re a good man. I love you.”
The figures in the room and all the world
remain motionless. Though it seems
impossible, I can feel a physical sensation,
something vaguely familiar, a tear on my
cheek.
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They were talking about the time Beth’s pet
miniature turtle died, and I took Christopher
to the pet store with me in a frenzy to buy
another one before she knew, presuming she
couldn’t tell the difference between her sweet
Mister Tom the Turtle and some imposter.
I never knew until this moment, she was
never fooled. They both kissed my forehead
and left the room, and finally… finally, I fell
asleep.

Delta3SigmaChi2: “Usually I play/run
Mutants and Masterminds 2/3e, but this time
around I am trying out the Cortex Plus
system within Marvel Heroic Roleplaying.
MnM has the benefit of being established as a
system, with most of the 'bugs' having been
worked out in it's three incarnations over the
years, but the new Weis MHRPG system is in
it's infancy and is a little convoluted with it's
first draft. It relies heavily on the other
settings for the Cortex Plus system to
establish a bar for play... but doesn't always
succeed.”

What do you like about the systems
you
DM/Play?
I sat down with four DM who have run
Superhero
themed
games
here
on
RPGCrossing.com. I wanted to get their
perspective on Superhero game systems and
running Superhero games by Play-By-Post.

What
Superhero
themed
system(s) do you DM/Play?

RPG

KossKallah: “Mutants & Masterminds Third
Edition”
sammichweasel: “I've fiddled with Mutants
& Masterminds, and most recently the
Margaret Weis’ Marvel Heroic Role Playing
system. What I usually find myself doing,
though, is either letting people freely reskin
another system (DnD 4E works durned well
for this) or homebrew up some silliness.”
kedcoleman: “Mostly M&M (2e first, then
3e). In the past i've played the old-school
Marvel FASERIP rpg, selections from the
Palladium line (Heroes Unlimited and
associated books), Fate, GURPS, Champions
(I forget which edition, honestly). I played a
single Marvel Heroic RPG (the Weis one
sammich mentions) game.”

KosKallah: “I like the versatility of M&M 3e,
its capacity to make you choose your powers
and only then start to think about game rules.
In short: I like it because it allows you to do
anything your creativity comes up with and
even balances it automatically as you
translate your ideas into game powers... but,
of course, nothing is perfect, especially in
terms of game balance.”
sammichweasel: “To be honest, not a lot. I'm
a bit of an outlier 'round these parts in that I
hold no love for the d20 era, and thus the
Mutants & Masterminds systems don't sit too
well for me. The Margaret Weis system
seemed like it'd probably be fun around a
table, but it's just plain terrible in PbP.”
kedcoleman: “The ability to play comic book
characters in an rpg is the big one. What
stands out, mechanically, of the systems I
liked most - which I would say are
Champions and M&M - is the open, freeform
character creation systems. Both are pointbuy creation systems with abilities and
powers broken down into component parts
that can be built into just about any heroic
powers you can imagine. And I'm constantly
surprised when I look at other people's sheets
and see how they've built X power in some
unorthodox - and awesome - way.”
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Delta3SigmaChi2: “Without a doubt I choose
systems based on the level of creativity I can
have either with the characters I create or the
world I employ in general. And, without any
doubt, MnM is the most open-ended and
player friendly (creatively) character creation
process I've ever seen. But it can get bogged
down in the complexity of its rules. MHRPG
is less complex when it comes to its base
system overall, and aids itself by playing into
and off of every action and reaction within a
scene... but its character creation system is
lacking completely. Now, there is a
randomization chart out there for players to
completely create a datafile from scratch, but
it's not open-source, and it's not at all
comprehensive.”

How well do the systems translate to
PbP gaming?
KosKallah: “It has a very clean application to
PbP, as it takes a lot of discussion with the
players in the construction of the characters,
but very little of it in game time. The fact that
it is OGC makes it even more fantastic!
I also thought about using FATE, which I
think is a great system, but it requires so
much of negotiation with and among players
that I simply decided not to even try.
GURPS is another system that I like very
much, but it is not so good for Supers, as it
limits creativity at a certain point, as it is
based on the idea of great realism... and it is
not OGC, so you have to ask players to buy
all the books in order for them to play. In a
tabletop game it is perfectly legal for the GM
to bring the books and let players use them,
but in PbP we have deadly restrictions.
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Marvel Super Heroes is also very interesting,
especially for very high levels of power, but
it is too dependent on a measurement system
that is exponential, so conflicts between
similar forces get swallowed in the
simplification of the power levels. Not that it
does not occur in other systems (M&M,
namely) but I find it easier to solve this
dddddd

problem there.”
sammichweasel:
“Ooh,
right.
M&M
translates as well as any other d20 product,
although the obvious joy of playing a
superhero (getting to do absolutely silly
things) ends up being laid low if your GM
isn't providing defenses and the like. Openended actions are not nearly as satisfying as
writing out smashing a villain through three
buildings before ruining their giant robot
with scorching cosmic blasts.”
kedcoleman: “Not great, for the most part.
Mechanically, most do decently enough and
are perfectly functional as PbP systems. The
mechanically-oriented systems tend to fare
much better than narrative-focused games.
Champions/M&M suffer from having
incredibly fiddly character creation and
complex interactions of abilities which can
drag down play. Once that hurdle is cleared,
though, play progresses fairly well I think.
The narrative-focused games, though, often
require a lot of player-GM negotiation during
any interaction, particularly in combat or
other rolling-required challenge. This can
severely bog down play in a PbP
environment as the back and forth can take
several
days
for
each
challenge.
Unfortunately,
without
fundamentally
reworking the mechanics of such systems,
there's no real way to get past that.”
Delta3SigmaChi2: “MnM is perfect for PbP,
and like most games is played better (read as;
faster) around a table... but it doesn't suffer
from any denigration by playing it online.
Because it's relatively 'old' in the lifespan of
games, it has a lot of game aids, playerfriendly files/charts, etc... out there that
make it quick, accessible, and enjoyable. It
also helps that there have been many games
already ran on the site, which allows
someone to peruse old threads and see how
things were done, for better or worse.
MHRPG on the other hand is less than 2
years old. As such, it doesn't have nearly as
much support as other more established
ddd

games do. With that being said, though, I
have found several charts that detail the flow
of combat which makes life that much easier.
I will concede that at the moment, it's not the
most campaign-centric system, as it doesn't
really have any long term support within it's
mechanics. Obviously to make it work I've
had to tweak the set up a little, but that's a
little sacrifice I am willing to make to keep
the game fun and interesting for myself and
my players.”

scaling in price for skills/abilities means
party balance goes out the window as soon
as someone gets a stat even a few points
higher than anyone else.
For the Margaret Weis system, the main
drawback is that every piece of the
mechanics is fiddly, and seems arbitrary for
the sake of providing complexity. They allow
for some nice packaging of character
concepts, but old-school Sierra-level logical
disconnects in what you do to succeed in any
given situation makes King's Quest look like
the quadratic equation.
And my homebrew stuff? Well, that just
starts janky.”
kedcoleman: “M&M and Champions both
reward system mastery to a certain extent.
They both have little mechanical tricks,
mathematical loopholes that can be
exploited. Fate/MHRPG are not a play-style
everyone is comfortable with, or get 'into'
easily, in my experience. Players end up with
a bit of option paralysis, it's almost too
freeform for people to adequately deal with.

What are some of the limitations or
down sides of the systems you
DM/Play?
KosKallah: “The measurement system is a
problem, sometimes. It is very easy to solve
the differences between a normal man and an
Olympic weight lifter, but a contest of
strength between two normal persons, one
slightly stronger than the other, is lost in the
ranks.
Other than that, a system is a model and "a
model is wrong by definition", we only have
to get around eventual distortions. I find
M&M 3e to be quite a good system, with very
few flaws.”
sammichweasel: “The major issue with
M&M is scaling, as in, it doesn't. I mean, they
specifically provide scales for things, but the
whole doubling- with-each-plus-one with no
dd

I think I covered a lot of the mechanical limits
above, but superhero games also tend to
draw out big egos in the players, too. Most
people would rather be Superman than the
Blue Beetle - I mean that when playing a
supers game, most people want to be the Big
Damn Hero saving the day, catching the
crashing plane, beating the villain handily,
than a second-string support hero. At a table
I find this easier to deal with, but PbP has a
certain anonymity to embolden the players
(I'm sure I'm guilty of some of this myself).”
Delta3SigmaChi2:
“At the moment the largest limitation to
MHRPG is the lack of support for unique
character
creation.
I
have
reversed
engineered the process to stream-line it for
those in my game to be able to build
something of their own without concern for a
million
rules
and
double
checking
mechanics. Pacing might also be a bit of a
concer
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concern, since PbP tends to drag on, and a
comic book is usually action scenes
interspersed with story. A typical act is paced
to have several scenes... but on RPGX you'll
spend far longer in a scene than you would
on a whole chapter at a table. I am worried
that it will peter out.”

between success or failure, not only for that
scene, but perhaps for the game overall.
Some people dislike concise rules that take
away from playing (3e D&D grapple rules as
an example) but I've always enjoyed having
definable rules in place that are precise, but
open for interpretation.”

What are some of the difficulties with
running that system in PbP?

What originally drew you to the
Superhero themed RPGs (before you
started playing them)?

KosKallah: “I think the dificulties I find are
inherent to PbP, not to the system. I really
think that both D20 and M&M 3e are very
well-fit for PbP, not adding any really
relevant problems to the game (as far as I can
see...).”
sammichweasel: “Oh wow. Where to begin.
Well, I laid out the M&M issue earlier, but I
really feel like I need to focus on the
Margaret Weis game, because it is an
example of the issue for a lot of systems out
there.
See, game designers look at RPGs and see a
few core ideals. First, tell a story. Second,
manage conflict. Third, include random
chance for the sake of balance and making it
a game. Those latter two blend a bit, and
usually show up in the form of dice. Too
often, "game design" gets equated to "dice
rolling innovation". That's how you end up
with things like this Margaret Weis game.
You're shuffling pools of different sized dice,
changing them every turn after checking
with you GM and assessing the stock market.
When you have to stop building your dice
pool to get input from another person and
consult a star chart, it doesn't translate to
PbP. The White Wolf games have some of
this as well, although they've been getting
better with it.”
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Delta3SigmaChi2:
“MHRPG's
biggest
difficulty is keeping tabs of specific benefits
per character in play. It's great that we have
saved posts and thread dedicated to rolls and
tokens, etc... but a missed post, or a forgotten
roll lost in a thread can be the difference
ddddd

KosKallah: “Short
megalomaniac. ”

answer:

I

am

a

sammichweasel: “... superheroes? Come on,
it's the some reason we get drawn to RPGs in
general. You see a Brom picture of a giantmuscled Blademaster Dudewarrior, or read
about Gandalf exploding orcs with
Empowered Magic Missiles (that's what he
did, right? I never actually read any of those
besides the Hobbit), and you say to yourself,
"I want to do that." Writing Beastmaster
fanfiction can only scratch that itch for so
long before you're looking for the means to
do all that fancy stuff in a slightly more
interactive fashion.
Superheroes are a natural extension of that.
For a long time, I played D&D and read
comics. At some point, I realized that I could
reverse those verbs. How could I resist?”
kedcoleman: “I've always loved comic books,
and RPGs. Why not put them together?
Marvel's FASERIP system was the first I
played, and let me play as big-name Marvel
superheroes, which was cool. Champions
took until later to get into - it's pretty mathheavy for an RPG (around the time I
experimented with Rolemaster, I picked up
Champions). But, before I played them?
Basically just the idea of getting to RP a
comic book. “
Delta3SigmaChi2: “I've been a fan of comics
and super heroes long before I ever played an
RPG, but I can recall being perhaps 13 and
having a friend introduce me to the world of
dd

D&D, the obvious follow-through with
anyone who is a fan of comics and creative
RPG's is to combine the best of both worlds.”

What do you find the most enjoyable
about Superhero RPGs?
KosKallah: “The possibility to put the
players in the place of really great heroes,
focusing more on developing the character
than in developing the sheet. I do not like
levels in games, indeed... dangling carrots are
for animals, not for people.”

points), a villain was stealing stars in order to
build a device that would allow him to make
a fly-by in the even horizon of the black hole
in the center of the Milky Way, absorbing its
energy and becoming invincible... the players
stopped him by, in the last minute, removing
a single star from his geometrical formation
and, thus, ruining his calculations. The poor
guy was sucked in the black hole and is
there, even today (he, as most players, is
immune to physical damage and time
distortion... he just can't get out.

sammichweasel: “The actual role playing is
hilarious. It ends up pretty much how you
would expect a group of superpowered
people to interact, with everyone trying to be
their awesomest until they all almost die, and
have to learn to work together. It's like every
super team origin story ever.”
Delta3SigmaChi2: “Again, creativity. People
are complex creatures in general (some more
than others), no two persons are the same,
and even twins can have subtle but vast
differences. This is even more apparent with
super heroes and the sort of genetic crapshoot that Stan Lee introduced with Mutants.
And the other factor is the powers
themselves... I mean who hasn't imagined
being capable of lifting a truck above their
head, or soaring high in the sky as if you
were a bird.”

Where do you draw your inspiration
for plot elements? What are some of
your more memorable plot elements?
KosKallah: “I draw inspiration from
cartoons (I am not really a great fan of comic
books... for books I prefer sci-fi), from songs
(I have just created an entire campaign based
on a song by Ivan Torrent.
My two favorite plot elements:
1) In a GURPS Supers campaign (with
homebrew tweaks for 10,000 character
ddddddd

2) In my current M&M campaign, the
Superman-level characters had to stop
Amanda Waller from stealing Star Man's (a
PC) hard drive with the schematic to a failed
cosmic power converter intended to be a
power source, but easily tweaked into a
weapon.
Waller started "kicking the front door" with
arrogance and faced them the worst way
possible. In the end, she wanted them to
show their powers and simply take the hard
drive from her, so that she could depict them
as reckless, dangerous and prone to be rogue,
gaining rivers of funding to the CADMUS
Project. If they did not, she would still have
the HD with what could become an
immensely advanced energy weapon.
The players almost fell for that, with Eclipse
(a "clone" of Darkseid) "zapping" her car's
door out of existence with the Omega Effect
and Green Lantern (also a PC) "kidnapping"
her with a green flying platform. In the end,
they managed to thwart her plans by leaving
her alone... after Iron Knight (a robot with a
"human soul" - PC) planted a virus in the
dddd
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HD, with the help of Green Lantern, who
used his ring to subtly create a power and
control infrastructure that activated the drive
and recorded the information Iron Knight
was sending to it, even though Amanda
Waller had separated the drive from the
computer, expecting such type of move.”
sammichweasel: “I try to draw from the
characters. While the villains are important,
the stories in comics are really all about the
people. How does one balance being able to
throw a car with a string of horrid temp jobs?
What's it like being able to read minds and
having
an
unfaithful
spouse?
The
ramifications of an active love life and
shapeshifting powers are intense. Take all of
that, hand it to a bunch of writers
collaborating on an intense story, and I
would hate myself for doing anything but
letting them take it where they will.”
kedcoleman: “I might hack together bits
from comics I've read in the past, sometimes,
to get the ball rolling, but often the story
quickly moves away an spins off from
sssssssss
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character interactions, personalities, and
background choices. Which, ultimately, is the
same sort of thing I do in D&D and the like.
A big difference between Fantasy and
Superhero games, I find, is that the setting is
more fixed; in a superhero game the heroes
generally work out of a fixed location and the
dangers come to them where a Fantasy game
is often the opposite. This difference means
the players can form and play off of stronger
NPC ties than in a typical D&D game (and
makes for more valued NPCs in distress to
save!)”
Delta3SigmaChi2: “Well, if I am playing in a
pre-defined setting (Marvel/DC, just to name
the most known), I'll draw from my 20+
years of experience with the characters, preexisting plots, or suggested themes. (Such as
from What If's.) If it's something generally
fabricated, that comes from what I know...
but I get to rebuild or imagine a world based
on other elements, but get to introduce
fantastical super heroic elements to that
world.”

“I’m Davis, and this is Meach. 1984 and 1961.
He indicated himself and then Meach. That’s
Flick over there.” The cowboy turned his
head at the sound of his name and scowled at
Ollie. "1999 is my guess, He was a computer
guy once…but right now it’s hard to tell."
Neither Ollie nor Meach had any idea what
the man in the stonewash blue jeans meant.

July 2014 Winner:
Flick
By Tongue
On the Planet Furmalderine-83:
Twelve hundred alien abductees occupy a
small thin peninsula on a huge ocean world.
They are from all walks of life. Past and
present. It is not long before factions form,
like-minded people find each other and
warlords attract followers as they vie for
control of the most fertile and desirable
territories. You cannot suppress human
nature.
The three travelers huddled around a small
fire. The temperature was unbearably hot, a
heat wave by Ollie’s reckoning of the general
temperature thus far. Heat or no heat though,
they needed the fire to cook supper. Roasting
over a spit was a large fish and in the coals
was a large leaf bundle filled with tubers and
wild berries. A fourth man, also with the
group stood tall and defiant, in a bright red
cowboy hat. He stayed apart, standing about
50 yards away and had his back turned to the
trio around the fire. He was looking towards
a rise on the trail another 100 yards or so
beyond him and seemed agitated.
Ollie had been born in 1534, he was an
explorer and he knew nothing of these men
whom he had just met moments earlier. He’d
stashed his homemade dugout canoe and
tracked them down after spotting the smoke
from their fire in the hot dry air of the late
afternoon. Out of food, he was hungry and
had risked revealing himself to the group
after watching them a half hour or so from a
screen of small twisted trees.

“Is ee angry et me?” Ollie inquired. Taking
off his wool hat and running a hand through
his thick red hair.
“Flick? Naw. He’s just sore you snuck up on
us.”, Davis replied. “We ran into bunch of
crusaders yesterday, big armored suckers.
Things didn’t go well.” Ollie recalled the
crusaders he had seen, they had fired arrows
at him in his canoe earlier and he nodded in
understanding as Davis added. “Flick was on
point, and at the time, a Gremlin.” Davis saw
the puzzled look Ollie gave him and added.
“You’ll see.” He made a little claw like
scratching imitation and bared his teeth.
Ollie began to wonder if this Davis fellow
was all there. Turning back to regard the
cowboy, suddenly Ollie spotted the red
plumed crest of a crusaders helmet as it
topped the rise. A shiver of panic shot up his
spine. He leapt to his feet and started to yell a
warning to the cowboy but the words froze
in his mouth. The Cowboy had EXPLODED
into action and sprinted over the rise right at
the knights.
Davis grabbed Ollie’s arm in warning, “Relax
Frenchie. Don’t go off half cocked or you’ll
get yourself killed.” With surprising strength
Ollie pried his hand off and crashed into the
brush for cover, angling his way towards the
Cowboy as he did so. Up ahead he heard the
ring of steel and after a pause, three booming
reports. He neared the open ground on the
other side of the rise he slowed to a silent
stalk hugging the bush line. Moments later,
when he came into clear view of the action he
stopped in his tracks.
There, surrounded by the three dead knights
the tall gunman looked out over a ragged
sssss
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sandy bluff. His right hand hung limp at his
side and in it was a very large revolver. It
was not until moments later that Davis and
Meach sauntered over the hill. Meach had a
rifle drawn and scanned the scene cautiously.
Spotting Ollie he nodded and slowly moved
to take up a defensive position further along.
Davis, still chewing, had a piece of cooked
fish in one hand and a fork in the other. He
seemed uninterested in the knights, giving
them only a cursory kick to make sure they
were dead. He too noticed Ollie and
motioned with for the man to come over.
Ollie shook his head and instead left the tree
line and slowly approached the Cowboy. The
tall rangy man untied his holster and
dropped both it and the revolver on the
ground behind him before he squatted at the
edge of a bluff squinting into the distance.
“Reckon they’ll send a posse after us
Marshall?” he said to know one in particular.
“Not likely” he answered himself, ”But best
check with the scout see what he figures.”
Reaching up he pushed off the cowboy hat
revealing 2 feathers in a short black braid of
hair. He spit in the dirt a couple times and
stirred it with one finger before painting a
mud streak under each eye. “I look for
tracks”, he grunted with a strange accent and
standing he drew a small sharp skinning
knife from his belt. He turned to look Ollie in
the eye. Putting a long thin finger on his
chest he said. “Me two feathers” Ollie
nodded and placing a finger on his own chest
he said “Uhhh..Olivier”. Flick frowned
shaking his head, “NO. You... Red Head.”
Ollie, indifferent, nodded and Flick stepped
forward, gaving him a great hug and saying,
”Welcome. Red Head”, before moving off to
scout the surrounding area.
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By this time, Meach satisfied there were no
other crusaders in the area had returned. He
picked up the revolver and opened it.
"Empty, and no shells left in the holster belt
either" . Shrugging, he strapped it about his
waist. Ollie turned to face both him and
Davis. With a confused look he pointed his
chin at Flick who was now removing the
ssssss

amour from one of the crusaders.
“Him? Thinks he’s in a movie.” Meach
answered. “It’s why we call em Flick.” Davis
added pointing his fishy fork at the man who
was now pulling large stick with a spiked
ball and chain attached from under one body.
The screech of the metal spikes rubbing past
the breastplate was unnerving and gave Ollie
the chills. “What’s a movie?”
“It’s like a play, or a skit” Davis replied, then
frowning he added. “You know, we’re gonna
have to watch our own backs for the next
little while.”
This time both Meach and Ollie spoke at
once. “Why?”
Stuffing the last of the piece of fish in his
mouth Davis answered, spraying tidbits as
he spoke. “I met Two feathers when I first
stumbled on Flick. Two feathers is a good
scout but he’s a peaceful injun. He won’t
harm another human. Not ever.”

